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IEC 62304 Audit Report
Executive Summary
A few paragraphs summarizing the major IEC 62304 compliance gaps and how to fill them. Usually, filling them means 
adjusting the software development processes. We usually suggest making one big process change at a time (e.g., one per 
sprint). This allows the team to adapt to the new process and collect feedback before making the next process change.

Methodology
This IEC 62304 audit is based on:

1. Interviews with software engineering management regarding their current and desired software processes

2. Design history file documents

3. QMS documents

4. The source repositories and project management tools

After collecting this information, we categorized compliance with each section of IEC 62304 in the "Status" column using 
these values:

"System" means QMS-level procedures fulfill the section

"Unnecessary" means we don't need to comply with this section

"Complete" means the section is already being complied with

"Partial" means significant progress has been made toward complying with the section

"Incomplete" means we're not complying with the section

Although we did our best to be complete, some sections may be marked Incomplete, Partial, or Complete due to an oversight 
on our part.

We explain how we arrived at the compliance status in the "Status justification" column. The final column suggests how the 
gap can be filled, including specific suggestions for your situation.

Some rows have additional information that can be found by opening the sub-page (click the "Open" button when hovering 
over that row). There are also a few rows that have more detailed proposals (e.g., 5.1.7).

To fully understand the table, you'll likely need a copy of IEC 62304 (we recommend printing a copy) to read along side the 
sections.

Terms
Formal requirements describe what to build without describing how to build it. Each requirement should be uniquely 
identifiable (e.g., using an id like REQ-32), expressed in terms that avoid ambiguity, not contradict other requirements, and be 
stated in terms that permit the establishment of test criteria and the performance of such tests. Here are a few examples:

Users shall be able to begin a new exam in less than 10 seconds after the power button is pressed.

The date, time, and exam number shall be recorded in a log message when a new exam is started.

The user interface shall prompt the user before deleting an exam.

Someone who fills the product owner role is able to answer requirements questions. They know what the team is building 
even if they don't know how to build it. The software engineers, on the other hand, typically don't fully know what needs to be 
built. The product owner also doesn't fully know what needs to be built; they don't fully know the user's needs. Thus, formal 
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requirements can't be completely defined up-front. One purpose of sprint planning meetings is to have the product owner and 
the engineers meet to review and revise the requirements.

Verification is making sure all the formal requirements are met. Validation is making sure the device meets the user's needs. 
Thus, validation is checking that the product owner did their job while verification is checking that the engineers did their job.

Each project has one project manager. They are responsible for managing progress of the project and ensuring 
development is performed according to the appropriate regulations.

A regulatory release is a version of the software, and corresponding documents, that is either submitted to regulatory bodies 
for review and/or is used in clinical devices.

Three terms identify the software decomposition. The top level is the software system. The lowest level that is not further 
decomposed is the software unit. All levels of composition, including the top and bottom levels, can be called software 
items. A software system, then, is composed of one or more software items, and each software item is composed of one or 
more software units or decomposable software items. The responsibility is left to the manufacturer to provide the definition 
and granularity of the software items and software units.

IEC 62304 Gaps

Section Category Description Status Status justification How to fill the gap

4.1 General

Quality
Management
System (E.g.,
by following
ISO13485 or
CFR 820)

Out of Scope

A full QMS audit is out of
scope, although we note the
IEC 62304 standard requires a
full QMS.

4.2 General
System Risk
Management

Out of Scope

A full ISO 14971 Risk
Management audit is out of
scope, although there are a
few risk management activities
done by the software team
which are discussed below.
See the notes in 5.1.7 in
particular for one strategy to
have the software risk
management and full device
risk management interact.

4.3 General
Software
Safety
Classification

Pending

5.1.1 Planning
Software
development
plan

Pending

We can help draft a software plan that
compiles with IEC 62304 and also fits your
desired development procedures. We can
provide templates we’ve developed on
previous projects that use an agile
development methodology. We'll also need
to talk with RA/QA to coordinate how the
software development procedures, design
controls, and document controls interface
with the QMS and the system-level design.

5.1.2 Planning
Updating
software plan

Pending See suggestions.

https://www.notion.so/4-1-a09587b0135c49168144f8db4024c22f
https://www.notion.so/4-2-ebdb90dc79bd4c639303d1d617e66225
https://www.notion.so/4-3-7b69e2029d6f44baad72a1900d4d58b0
https://www.notion.so/5-1-1-14aff2b62f2645299a28df2fc5cc1aff
https://www.notion.so/5-1-2-77fea22563954b9ca336dc1c9bd2b2de
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Section Category Description Status Status justification How to fill the gap

5.1.3 Planning

References to
system design
and
development

Pending

5.1.4 Planning
Standards,
methods, and
tools

Pending
Add some instructions about required
standards and tooling to the software plan.

5.1.6 Planning
Integration
and testing
planning

Pending

5.1.7 Planning
Software risk
management
planning

Pending
We can help draft the software risk plan.
See my suggestions regarding the overall
approach.

5.1.8 Planning
Software
documentation
planning

Pending
We suggest that these documents be listed
in the software plan.

5.1.9 Planning

Software
configuration
management
planning

Pending

Basically, we need a plan to show how we
can reproducibly build the software and
control versions of our source code, our
tooling, any third-party libraries we use, and
documentation.

5.1.10 Planning
Supporting
items to be
controlled

Pending See note at 5.1.9

5.1.11 Planning
Control before
verification

Pending

We need to archive copies of tools and
third-party libraries prior to verification
testing. We also need a long-term place to
store released software artifacts.

5.2.1 Requirements

Document
formal
requirements;
tie to system
requirements

Pending See suggestions.

5.2.2 Requirements
Content of
requirements

Pending

We can help write or review an initial set of
software requirements once we've come up
with a process (see suggestions in 5.2.1).
We can also help train engineers on how to
write good formal requirements.

5.2.3 Requirements
Risk control
measures as
requirements

Pending

5.2.4 Requirements

Re-evaluate
risk analysis
upon
requirements
changes

Pending
See my suggestions in 5.1.7. This re-
evaluation can be most easily checked
during PR reviews.

5.2.5 Requirements
Re-evaluate
system
requirements

Pending
Need to discuss once the QMS has settled
a bit.

5.2.6 Requirements
Verify software
requirements

Pending See suggestions.

https://www.notion.so/5-1-3-78bae254775d4f51b40e50d1cbf82b14
https://www.notion.so/5-1-4-f9ed2993c51b4851ac3c060a5bd60ee4
https://www.notion.so/5-1-6-f4ef87e11b8b4cb88b9de2eaf765019a
https://www.notion.so/5-1-7-af402c42241741ff90e07553dec67d88
https://www.notion.so/5-1-8-49ad11a5adeb4c46b19f98159cd9da82
https://www.notion.so/5-1-9-9aa32a6a6c6447eb9ef76db51a676a7e
https://www.notion.so/5-1-10-8d3a5d13c7214a92bb7de1f899a9f908
https://www.notion.so/5-1-11-214724826e424445819a163d2368e55b
https://www.notion.so/5-2-1-0741e6f9cf9d479b9e48c2d85646e832
https://www.notion.so/5-2-2-72adb127bb204a9cb0588cc08914222f
https://www.notion.so/5-2-3-be0f1164f8334d75b9560357a34f4bff
https://www.notion.so/5-2-4-7b1186cd9a1b41da82b53ee15232f9b9
https://www.notion.so/5-2-5-a5e64427b9fe49e2a92f617f4486b12c
https://www.notion.so/5-2-6-10b9fc6ab6514196bb97388b63cba885
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Section Category Description Status Status justification How to fill the gap

5.3.1 Design
Document
architecture

Pending See suggestions.

5.3.2 Design
Document
interfaces

Pending

5.3.3 Design

Document
functional and
performance
requirements
for SOUP

Pending
I can provide some guidance regarding how
to write these.

5.3.4 Design

Document
hardware and
software
requirements
for SOUP

Pending

5.3.5 Design

Identify
segregation
necessary for
risk control

Pending

5.3.6 Design
Verify the
design

Pending See suggestions.

5.4.1 Design
Software
decomposition

Pending

I can provide some guidance regarding how
granular to make the decomposition. I can
also provide some points regarding how to
create these diagrams and can review the
diagrams produced by the team.

5.4.2 Design
Detailed
design

Pending

5.4.3 Design
Detailed
design of
interfaces

Pending

5.4.4 Design
Verify detailed
designs

Pending See suggestions in 5.3.6

5.5.1
Code and
Test

Implement
software units

Pending

5.5.2
Code and
Test

Establish
software
verification
process

Pending

5.5.3
Code and
Test

Software unit
acceptance
criteria

Pending See suggestions.

5.5.4
Code and
Test

Additional
software unit
acceptance
criteria

Pending

5.5.5
Code and
Test

Perform
software unit
verification

Pending

5.6.1 Integration
Integrate
software units

Pending

https://www.notion.so/5-3-1-7cf0c82310024d91bc7b51af5c26e8a8
https://www.notion.so/5-3-2-a233c2597c704e33b538dbb4646f5ae7
https://www.notion.so/5-3-3-b0050f44de984cf7b9c4e24eab7188b9
https://www.notion.so/5-3-4-7401b06e2457407a878a812223cd200a
https://www.notion.so/5-3-5-c76e2534fb8246778c8200fbf244284e
https://www.notion.so/5-3-6-71649136b3884f7c899c4448532aaf07
https://www.notion.so/5-4-1-a69d0a957814420b9e7954efbb5ab0dd
https://www.notion.so/5-4-2-5b882ff1e95546fdb2b73278e8fd95f6
https://www.notion.so/5-4-3-fe6f6f6f930e4546a17329d51ec39d27
https://www.notion.so/5-4-4-2f62bba99868473b942df8d7a1c601bb
https://www.notion.so/5-5-1-36734f2d66e84740803008a548cf02d3
https://www.notion.so/5-5-2-4749bf4a63ef4ed3a0d89f07ed403e87
https://www.notion.so/5-5-3-473fe2366a024a69923cac64605dd697
https://www.notion.so/5-5-4-aa19241d43b04235b12bb3f24f10e707
https://www.notion.so/5-5-5-d167142971be4f3bac98e45cf56ea922
https://www.notion.so/5-6-1-a5b5ce1bb3f64a408a415ceb7e8e5db9
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Section Category Description Status Status justification How to fill the gap

5.6.2 Integration
Verify software
integration

Pending

5.6.3 Integration
Test integrated
software

Pending

5.6.4 Integration
Integration
testing content

Pending

5.6.5 Integration
Verify
integration test
procedure

Pending

5.6.6 Integration
Conduct
regression
tests

Pending

5.6.7 Integration
Integration
test record
contents

Pending

We can help write python scripts to
automate the generation of these test
records from the CI runs (we have some
scripts we've accumulated from past
projects that we can use as a starting
place).

5.6.8 Integration

Record bugs
that are found
during
software-
integration
testing

Pending

5.7.1 System
Establish tests
for software
requirements

Pending

5.7.2 System

Record bugs
that are found
during system
testing

Pending
This should be handled by
existing QMS processes.

5.7.3 System
Retest after
changes

Pending

5.7.4 System
Verify software
system testing

Pending
Need to ensure each software
requirement can be traced
back to its verification.

We can help implement the tooling needed
to enforce full traceability using a CI server.

5.7.5 System
Test record
contents

Pending
This should be handled by
existing QMS processes.

5.8.1 Release

Ensure
software
verification is
complete

Pending
This can be checked in the software release
checklist.

5.8.2 Release

Document
known
residual
anomalies

Pending See suggestions

5.8.3 Release

Evaluate
known
residual
anomalies

Pending
This can be checked in the software release
checklist.

https://www.notion.so/5-6-2-d6b29c457d2a48bba9d31b6c81e6e9d0
https://www.notion.so/5-6-3-1ea61402e1ec417888c79ccb234d16c5
https://www.notion.so/5-6-4-482de53e6f4d4430809d99b68a0d0ff3
https://www.notion.so/5-6-5-661190e5e01b4ab291feb171fb6d979a
https://www.notion.so/5-6-6-8d4f7199425e402b9f09e7f18943be26
https://www.notion.so/5-6-7-2ac0c142bd6a431b8d94a3926fa44d8d
https://www.notion.so/5-6-8-97a7ea2009474de2bbf7981b66853001
https://www.notion.so/5-7-1-2eb8f5d44a6b43bbb2d114944e5d6649
https://www.notion.so/5-7-2-be1b54f67c714ac88a5748ebf062a34e
https://www.notion.so/5-7-3-dc166ee474df4b4484a1a12f592483e8
https://www.notion.so/5-7-4-0b714d7caeba45c2964802b019ed5c89
https://www.notion.so/5-7-5-08ed05a6503146e5a54c75756f5a6b3a
https://www.notion.so/5-8-1-3448e40d9ea84ab690fe6dd9393da86d
https://www.notion.so/5-8-2-afe74eeb133042228a6e058b3259e03a
https://www.notion.so/5-8-3-ab3ac76ad9d849b7a51f01d341494fff
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Section Category Description Status Status justification How to fill the gap

5.8.4 Release
Document
version

Pending
Doing this should be included in the release
checklist.

5.8.5 Release
Document
build process

Pending

5.8.6 Release
Ensure all
activities
complete

Pending
This can be checked in the software release
checklist.

5.8.7 Release
Archive
software

Pending

5.8.8 Release

Assure
repeatability of
software
releases

Pending

6.1.a Maintenance

Procedure to
gather
customer
feedback

Pending
It's assumed this will be
handled above the software
team

6.1.b-f Maintenance

Procedure to
determine
whether
feedback is a
problem,
documenting
it, fixing it, etc.

Pending See note at 5.1.1

6.2.1.1 Maintenance
Monitor
feedback

Pending

6.2.1.2 Maintenance
Document and
evaluate
feedback

Pending

6.2.1.3 Maintenance

Evaluate
problem
report's affects
on Safety

Pending

This should likely be handled
by software engineers
participating in the system-
level risk assessment
procedures.

6.2.2 Maintenance
Use problem
resolution
process

Pending

6.2.3 Maintenance
Analyze
change
requests

Pending
This is being done informally,
but the procedure will need to
be documented.

See suggestions

6.2.4 Maintenance
Change
request
approval

Pending
This is being done informally,
but the procedure will need to
be documented.

See suggestions in 6.2.3

6.2.5 Maintenance
Communicate
to users and
regulators

Pending

6.3.1 Maintenance
Implement
modifications

Pending

Software maintenance
activities will be the same as
the software development
activities.

https://www.notion.so/5-8-4-66024c137c584f319258fdcb75dda32e
https://www.notion.so/5-8-5-92309b99abb549bfa76a572f21828dcb
https://www.notion.so/5-8-6-52775a2a04434b4c99df31742283d046
https://www.notion.so/5-8-7-490f3b3f92884a34a23f6e377b22ee07
https://www.notion.so/5-8-8-036e0ea5a4f8435fa3a388ccc323888b
https://www.notion.so/6-1-a-46a581db6a2e4c88bf32e0e9436c31d9
https://www.notion.so/6-1-b-f-afbc3017872d487ba06f755d3dcad4a2
https://www.notion.so/6-2-1-1-629ea51a388e4242951a6f48e896d250
https://www.notion.so/6-2-1-2-2ed5e36ef205458cb33faf2820c74386
https://www.notion.so/6-2-1-3-893ad09f490949318a96feaee1c2e8d4
https://www.notion.so/6-2-2-12a4b587498740caa2aea15dad4e4cfb
https://www.notion.so/6-2-3-a66047defc3044fdbb36b38d1ce0d5d5
https://www.notion.so/6-2-4-ead22aae586e46d9845d138fd188146d
https://www.notion.so/6-2-5-84fb3f47ab3f4dea9672001cebdef4af
https://www.notion.so/6-3-1-03222fdc6e9a47f496b7b3912a4c556c
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Section Category Description Status Status justification How to fill the gap

6.3.2 Maintenances

Re-release
modified
software
system

Pending

Software maintenance
activities will be the same as
the software development
activities. In particular, we will
follow the same release
checklist as is used in software
development.

7.1.1 Risk

Identify
software items
that could
contribute
hazardous
situations

Pending See suggestions in 5.1.7

7.1.2 Risk

Trace
sequences of
events leading
from the
software item
to the
hazardous
situations

Pending

See suggestions in 5.1.7. As with other
traceability requirements, it could make
sense to check this in the CI runs. We could
help set up the tooling for this.

7.1.3 Risk

Evaluate
published
SOUP
anomaly list

Pending
See suggestions in 5.1.7 and in this item.
We can help write this process.

7.1.4 Risk
Document
potential
causes

Pending See suggestions in 5.1.7

7.1.5 Risk
Document
sequences of
events

Pending See suggestions in 5.1.7

7.2.1 Risk
Define risk
control
measures

Pending See suggestions in 5.1.7

7.2.2 Risk
Risk control
measures in
software

Pending See suggestions in 5.1.7

7.3.1 Risk
Verify risk
control
measures

Pending

Since risk control measures are treated as
new features, verification shall be handled
the same way all other software is verified
per section 5.

7.3.2 Risk

Document
new
sequences of
events

Pending
See suggestions in 5.1.7. This will fulfilled
with using the same activities that fulfill
7.1.1, 7.1.2, 7.1.4, and 7.1.5.

7.3.3 Risk
Document
traceability

Pending

See suggestions in 5.1.7. We can also
provide Python scripts that will check
traceability throughout development as part
of the CI server.

https://www.notion.so/6-3-2-96bf93d3ba3943c595da40c8c4168d8a
https://www.notion.so/7-1-1-64f82c692847413a9c03ad1c81c94e0e
https://www.notion.so/7-1-2-1972384c6cc749cc8b0b74b805a2d2ac
https://www.notion.so/7-1-3-ae014b629eae4031aa08fbec84d5689e
https://www.notion.so/7-1-4-a46c8ead91094ed3b67fc20e0e1099d3
https://www.notion.so/7-1-5-e3ea784b486c4ca7995eacc12e6dad62
https://www.notion.so/7-2-1-e96a69713e294e318b1f16cf67ab7094
https://www.notion.so/7-2-2-0dbc65d8cbc14863a0edf63a1292f330
https://www.notion.so/7-3-1-fafe17d6522446adbcd6aa3cb83318ef
https://www.notion.so/7-3-2-e132bf2fe97a45f0963fee5a5fbc030a
https://www.notion.so/7-3-3-e505cdb044474b538b11848725dd3b86
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Section Category Description Status Status justification How to fill the gap

7.4.1 Risk

Analyze
changes to
medical
device
software with
respect to
safety

Pending See suggestions in 5.1.7.

7.4.2 Risk

Analyze
impact of
changes on
existing risk
control
measures

Pending
See suggestions in 5.1.7. This will fulfilled
with using the same activities that fulfill
7.1.1, 7.1.2, 7.1.4, and 7.1.5.

7.4.3 Risk
Perform risk
management
activities

Pending
See suggestions in 5.1.7. This will fulfilled
with using the same activities that fulfill
7.1.1, 7.1.2, 7.1.4, and 7.1.5.

8.1.1
Configuration
Management

Establish
means to
identify
configuration
items

Pending

8.1.2
Configuration
Management

Identify SOUP Pending

8.1.3
Configuration
Management

Identify
system
configuration
documentation

Pending

8.2.1
Configuration
Management

Approve
change
requests

Pending
We suggest tieing approvals to sprint
planning meetings. I.e., by adding issues to
the current sprint they are approved.

8.2.2
Configuration
Management

Implement
changes
following
software
development
activities

Pending

We suggest meeting this through training
the software engineers to follow a certain
checklist during development. Pull
reviewers can verify the checklist is being
followed.

8.2.3
Configuration
Management

Verify changes Pending
We suggest following a formal pull request
review checklist.

8.2.4
Configuration
Management

Provide
means for
traceability of
changes

Pending

We suggest recording change requests and
problem reports as GitHub issues. This
requirement will be met so long as (1) each
pull request is tied to a GitHub issue, and
(2) each pull request is reviewed this
requirement is met.

8.3
Configuration
Management

Configuration
status
accounting

Pending

https://www.notion.so/7-4-1-4cbf3e8774354eb88c4a9951f89a42fb
https://www.notion.so/7-4-2-325a4e59c7df4e4f9a0b244221dc18a5
https://www.notion.so/7-4-3-38acf8f9caab48b0a2fa3b198e0c0173
https://www.notion.so/8-1-1-fb6f59189aad42deac97d81c1c72563b
https://www.notion.so/8-1-2-bec594a46ba843c6bf8588bdb114b004
https://www.notion.so/8-1-3-872a0fd6af5d4bf7b0b31f6c262f7772
https://www.notion.so/8-2-1-9552fcf3b5084faebea754d6aa3d7161
https://www.notion.so/8-2-2-0be1758e417c435995da1d676cddb67c
https://www.notion.so/8-2-3-cecebaefe99d42f089bb836c18a6cb83
https://www.notion.so/8-2-4-067e9c6a9504492da070ca53360b84b9
https://www.notion.so/8-3-633f32a0d8c84aad830ec9ba48105182
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Section Category Description Status Status justification How to fill the gap

9.1 Problems
Prepare
problem
reports

Pending

I can draft a procedures to comply with this
section. I'd work with QA/RQ to create a
procedure that meshes well with the
relevant system-level procedures. A simple
approach is to track software problem
reports using GitHub Issues. A GitHub Issue
template can standardize the sections that
need to go into the reports.

9.2 Problems
Investigate the
problem

Pending

I can draft a procedures to comply with this
section. I'd work with QA/RQ to create a
procedure that meshes well with the
relevant system-level procedures. I propose
that software engineers be allowed to
evaluate and document whether an issue is
"low risk" on their own OR to escalate the
issue to the full risk management team.

9.3 Problems
Advice
relevant
parties

Pending

Software engineers would need to inform
the appropriate regulatory person who can
decide what regulatory authorities or
customers need to be notified of the
problem.

9.4 Problems
Use change
control
process

Pending
Change requests that are written due to
problem reports will be handled like all other
change requests, per section 5.

9.5 Problems
Maintain
records

Pending
If problem reports are stored as GitHub
Issues, this will be handled automatically by
following the sprint planning activities.

9.6 Problems
Analyze
problems for
trends

Pending
We suggest that this analysis be performed
as part of the release process or periodically
as part of post-market surveillance.

9.7 Problems
Verify software
problem
resolution

Pending
This will be handled automatically by
following the existing software development
activities.

9.8 Problems
Test
documentation
contents

Pending
This will be handled automatically by
following the existing software development
activities.

https://www.notion.so/9-1-8f590f9beab34b4080e0d5c547bdfddc
https://www.notion.so/9-2-c62a76bf42f7423fb0619360b38bf799
https://www.notion.so/9-3-c1094857898b423c9dcb85f5c358f783
https://www.notion.so/9-4-aaf0dc36bb734097ba1760f08b4cf5ba
https://www.notion.so/9-5-87535c45c05140558d9e88f6d7e37f7d
https://www.notion.so/9-6-38e8908cdf604998a0f8690aea96342d
https://www.notion.so/9-7-60ef3811d5f745ff852f82ee4e4a1a6c
https://www.notion.so/9-8-9c13349a0e504ba4994395d50d0090ca

